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Introduction

Earth’s radiation belt electrons are highly variable, 
especially during periods of geomagnetic activity

Electron radiation belt variability

Figures from Turner et al. [JGR 2019]

hundred keV are also enhanced in the majority of storms. During the
main phase these electrons tend to flood the slot region in the majority
of events (e.g., Turner et al., 2016), but any prolonged enhancement is
more localized in L‐shell as the slot region reforms at L < ~4 during the
recovery phase. Relativistic electrons, with energy >~500 keV, are exem-
plified in the plots for 897 keV and 3.4 MeV in Figure 3. During the main
phase of storms, these electrons always experience flux depletions, or
“dropouts,” throughout the prestorm outer belt. The dropout signatures
during the main phase are strongest at higher L‐shells, consistent with
the storm time dropout described by Turner et al. (2014) and the dropouts
during SIR‐driven events described in Morley et al. (2010). Depletion
events from Figure 2 tend to be those in which the annihilative effect of
this main phase dropout at any particular L‐shell and energy is never over-
come by subsequent flux enhancements. Enhancements occur during the
recovery phase of the storms and become less likely for higher‐energy
electrons. The slot region remains largely devoid of these electrons in
the vast majority of events. Any enhancements that do occur for these
electrons, as well as recovery to prestorm intensity levels, occur longer
into the recovery phase for higher‐energy electrons. Interestingly, the
peak in poststorm intensity moves to lower L‐shells for <1‐MeV electrons
but to higher L‐shells for >1‐MeV electrons.

Figure 4 shows yet another way to examine the response of the radia-
tion belt electrons to storms. The background color plots show the
mean, median, and upper and lower quartiles of log10(flux) as a func-
tion of L‐shell and energy at +12‐hr epoch time; the gray contour lines
correspond to the color plots. The white, dashed contour lines show
the prestorm distribution from −48‐hr epoch time. These plots show
how the outer belt population is enhanced and the slot region is filled
during the main phase of storms for tens to hundreds of keV electrons.
The relativistic electron outer belt is also enhanced at higher L‐shells
for most storms but these electrons do not fill the slot region during
storm main phase. The effects of flux dropouts throughout the outer
belt are also evident for >~1‐MeV electrons at +12‐hr epoch time
(i.e., the gray contours are below the equivalent white contours at

these energies), particularly in the mean and lower quartile plots. Comparing and contrasting the quar-
tiles with the mean and median results, it is clear that in the upper quartile, enhancements of electrons
at higher energies occur deeper into the slot region (lower L‐shells), while the opposite is true for the
lower quartile.

The storm time morphology of the electron radiation belts is further detailed in Figure 5. Here mean (log10(-
flux)) is shown at−48‐hr epoch time, corresponding to the brown contour lines, and different color contours
correspond to the state of the belts at different epoch times as labeled in the legend. Figure 5 reveals four key
features of the storm time morphology of radiation belt electrons. First, tens to hundreds of keV electrons
flood the outer belt and slot region during the main phase (approximately −12 hr < epoch time < +12hr)
of most storms and the slot reforms over several days as those electrons decay away again during the recov-
ery phase (approximately epoch time > +12 hr). The slot reformation is dependent on L‐shell and energy: at
lower energies, the slot is wider and extends to higher L‐shells (e.g., L > 4 for 237‐keV electrons) and decay
times are faster; at higher energies, the slot is narrower and confined to lower L‐shells (e.g., L < 3 for 3.4‐MeV
electrons) and decay times are shorter. Second, <200‐keV electrons experience enhancements during the
main phase of storms, between −12‐ and +6‐hr epoch time. Third, hundreds of keV electrons experience
continued enhancements during the main phase of storms at L > ~4 while they are decaying and the slot
reforms at L < 4. Finally, MeV electrons first experience a dropout over the full outer belt during the main
phase (−12‐ to 0‐hr epoch time); this dropout is strongest at higher L‐shells. MeV electrons recover to higher
than prestorm levels (on average) during the recovery phase at all L‐shells >~3.5.

Figure 2. Statistical results of enhancement, depletion, and no‐change
occurrences. Each panel shows the percentage of all events in color that
result in an (top) enhancement, (middle) depletion, or (bottom) no change
of radiation belt electrons as a function of L‐shell and electron energy. The
total of percentages from the three plots for any L‐shell and energy bin will
yield 100%.
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Plots show percentage 
(in color) of 110 
geomagnetic storms that 
result in outer belt 
enhancements (top), 
depletions (middle), or 
no change (bottom) as a 
function of electron 
energy and L-shell
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Outer Radiation Belt Enhancements
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Electron Radiation Belt Enhancements
Observational considerations

beyond L* ~ 6). A positive radial gradient suggests radial
transport as the acceleration mechanism: either substorm-
related injections from the tail or radial diffusion from higher
L. However, a more complete understanding can be had

through the use of THEMIS PSD measurements for constant
μ = 750MeV/G and K< 0.01G1/2 RE, shown in Figure 3
(bottom). During this period, with apogee near 13 RE, each
THEMIS spacecraft cuts through the full extent of the outer
belt twice every ~24 h. The THEMIS PSD gradients show a
clear peak between 5< L*< 6 on four consecutive passes
through the outer belt between 14 January 1:35 UT and 14
January 10:27 UT. A local peak in the PSD profile such as
this suggests a local acceleration mechanism occurring, such
as VLF chorus. This event agrees with other recent studies
that determine that PSD peaks are typically found inside of
GEO [e.g., Shprits et al., 2012; Schiller et al., 2012; Reeves
et al., 2013]. Note that THEMIS PSD measurements are sus-
ceptible to high-energy electron contamination. During this
period there is an enhanced high-energy electron population
at L< 5, so the discrepancy between MagEIS PSD and
THEMIS PSD in this region for this period is likely due to
this contamination.
[17] Another possible cause for a peak in PSD is magneto-

pause shadowing [Chen et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2012a].
However, THEMIS PSD profiles prior to the enhancement
do not show significant PSD at high L, which is required
for magnetopause shadowing to be the cause of a peak
in PSD. Furthermore, the magnetopause is ~9.3 RE at the
subsolar point based on Shue et al. [1997] magnetopause
model, which would cause the PSD peak to be measured at
much higher L than that observed by THEMIS.
[18] The average Bz for the period following the SI is

negative, qualifying the event as a southward interplanetary
magnetic field-dominant HSS (SBz-HSS). There are similarities
between this event and the statistical result of 108 SBz-HSSs
analyzed in Miyoshi et al. [2013] and Miyoshi and Kataoka
[2008]. Their findings show that hot electrons (30–100keV)
provide energy for the generation of whistler waves, which
in turn enhance outer radiation belt electrons. This statisti-
cal analysis provides further evidence that VLF whistler
mode chorus waves are the cause of the accelerating elec-
trons to relativistic energies.
[19] Since these measured flux and PSD values are the net

result of the balance between acceleration and loss mecha-
nisms, further analysis of low Earth orbit (LEO) precipitation
measurements can provide a direct estimate on the electron
precipitation rate to better quantify the magnitude, energy,
and location of the acceleration mechanisms occurring during
this enhancement event. To provide an estimate of loss rates,
we employ CSSWE measurements and the Loss Index
Method [Selesnick, 2006; Tu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012].
This method relies on the tilt and offset of Earth’s dipole mag-
netic field, which allows three populations to be measured by
CSSWE from LEO: trapped, quasi-trapped, and untrapped.
The trapped electrons are trapped in the magnetosphere be-
yond a drift orbit timescale, the quasi-trapped electrons are in
the drift-loss cone and precipitate within a drift period, and
the untrapped electrons are in the bounce-loss cone and are lost
within a bounce period. Separating the different populations,
under the assumption that electrons are locally mirroring if
measured at the spacecraft and are lost if they reach 100 km
altitude, allows the method tomodel pitch angle diffusion rates
from CSSWE measurements and, ultimately, electron life-
times. During the first half of 14 January (00:00 to 12:00),
0.6MeV electrons at L=5.5 had a lifetime of 10.5 days, and
1.8MeV electrons a lifetime of 3.6 days. The mechanism that
causes the observed enhancement must have consequently

Figure 3. Phase space density (PSD) gradients for constant
μ and K during the 12–15 January 2013, enhancement event.
Cool colors correspond to earlier times in the period and
warmer colors to later times in the period. Upward triangles in-
dicate outbound passes, downward triangles inbound passes,
and diamonds from both inbound and outbound portions of
the orbit. (top) PSD radial gradients from MagEIS Medium
M75 and HIGH instruments on both Van Allen Probe space-
craft for μ=735–765MeV/G and K< 0.13G1/2RE. The
profile is shown with the opaque line and the data points used
to calculate the profile are shown in transparent triangles/
diamonds. These radial profiles evolve from relatively flat to
positive outward gradient. The inset depicts the orbits of the
Van Allen Probes (yellow and orange) and THEMIS D and
E (cyan and blue) in the GSE x–y plane, with the Sun to the
right. (bottom) PSD radial distributions from THEMIS D
and E spacecraft for μ =750MeV/G and K< 0.01G1/2RE.
Passes after 14 January 01:35 show peaks in PSD between
5< L*< 6. Noise at higher L is due to poor statistics in the
counts-to-PSD conversion. THEMIS and MagEIS have not
been intercalibrated for this study, which can result in absolute
and scaling differences. Additionally, THEMIS PSDmeasure-
ments below L=5 are susceptible to contamination from
higher-energy electrons. The local PSD peak near L* ~ 4 dur-
ing this period is likely due to this contamination.

SCHILLER ET AL.: NONSTORM RELATIVISTIC E! ENHANCEMENT
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Figure 2. Two events with data from both THEMIS and the Van Allen Probes. In both panels, the gray dashed line marks where the data transitions from the
Van Allen Probes at low L∗ to THEMIS at high L∗. Van Allen Probes observations are for ! = 700 MeV/G and K = 0.08RE G1∕2, and THEMIS observations are
for ! = 700 MeV/G and K ≤ 0.025RE G1∕2. For both THEMIS and Van Allen Probes, inbound passes are marked with downward triangle, outbound passes with
upward triangle. The top panel shows an event from January 2013 where the Van Allen probes observe positive gradients and THEMIS data show negative
gradients indicating that there is a growing peak at L∗ = 5.2. The bottom panel shows an event from December 2014 where the Van Allen Probes data show
some indications of a growing peak at L∗ = 5, but the THEMIS data have flat or positive gradients during the entire time interval. THEMIS = Time History of Events
and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms.

just beyond the Van Allen Probes apogee but the identification could not have been confirmed by the Van
Allen Probes alone.

Additionally, observations at high L∗ can also give context to the source of observed peaks at low L∗ as for
the case for an event on 7 December 2014, which is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2 . From 14:30 UT
to 23:35 UT on 7 December 2014, the Van Allen Probes observed a growing peak around L∗ = 5. However,

Table 1
Statistics for the Studied Enhancement Events, Where “Local Acceleration Dominant” Events Have Clear Observations of
Growing PSD Peaks Due to Local Acceleration and for the “Other” Events, the Dominant Acceleration Mechanism for the
Observed Enhancements Is Unclear

Event type Van Allen Probes only THEMIS & Van Allen Probes

Local acceleration dominant 24 (22) 70 (38)

Other 56 (20) 10 (4)

Total 80 (42) 80 (42)

Note. The columns show the statistics for (1) using only observations from the Van Allen Probes and (2) using observations
from both Van Allen Probes and THEMIS. In each column, the numbers in parenthesis show the number of moder-
ate/strong storm time events (minimum Dst < −50 nT). THEMIS = Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions
during Substorms.

BOYD ET AL. 5256

Figure from Boyd et al. [GRL 2018]

Figure from 
Schiller et al. [GRL 2014]

• NASA’s Van Allen Probes (RBSP) revolutionized radiation belt 
science, but…

• RBSP apogees are only ~5.8 RE

• Key physical processes often occur beyond 5.8 RE

• Data from missions that observe energetic particles, fields, and 
waves beyond RBSP apogee can complement RBSP science
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Outer Belt Acceleration
Example case: Storm on 26 Aug 2018

RBSP-A
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Min SymH: -206 nT

To Sun
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Outer radiation belt response

• Typical outer belt enhancement event; electrons at all 
energies increase by several orders of magnitude 
within ~1/2 day of the main phase of the storm
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Phase space density analysis

RBSP Only RBSP and MMS
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Phase space density analysis
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Phase space density analysis
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Phase space density analysis
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Example Case: Storm 26 Aug 2018
Radial gradients of electron phase 
space density are Mu-dependent! 
Indicates internal source for relativistic 
electrons

MMS results are consistent with: 
-Turner and Li [GRL 2008] w/ LANL-GEO
-Turner et al. [GRL 2012] w/ THEMIS
-Boyd et al. [GRL 2014] w/ RBSP
-Boyd et al. [in prep.] w/ RBSP statistics

Phase space density analysis
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particle energy, observedmagnetic field strength (determines the equatorial pitch angle of the particle in the
dipole field), and L shell of the observation. Those drift period estimates determine the slope, ΔUT/ΔMLT, of
the curves shown in the plots in Figure 8. Provided the MLT and UT at the arrival time of the injected particles,
which are shown with the magenta stars for the selected injections in Figure 8, the particles at different

MMS and RBSP: < 60 keV Electrons and Waves
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Figure 7. Energetic electron and B wave power spectra from MMS and Van Allen Probes. (a) The <60 keV fluxes from the
FEEPS units on MMS-1 (47 keV channel in black), MMS-2 (32 keV channel in magenta), MMS-2 (51 keV channel in cyan),
sum of the MMS-2 32 and 51 keV channels (red), MMS-3 (49 keV channel in green), and MMS-4 (49 keV channel in blue).
(b) The power spectral densities (in color) of the magnetic field wave data as a function of frequency (y axis) from
MMS-4. (c and e) The <60 keV electrons observed by RBSP-B and RBSP-A, respectively. (d and f) The power spectral
densities of themagnetic field wave data from RBSP-B and RBSP-A, respectively, in the same format as in Figure 7b. On each
of the wave power spectral plots, the electron cyclotron frequency calculated at the magnetic equator and one half and
one tenth of those frequencies are shown in the magenta dash-dotted lines labeled fce_eq, 0.5*fce_eq, and 0.1*fce_eq,
respectively.

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2017JA024554
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Acceleration and substorm activity
Chorus waves and injected source/seed electrons

Several other references:
– Meredith et al. [JGR 2002; JGR 2003]: stressed the importance of substorms for 

enhancements of the relativistic electrons in Earth’s outer radiation belt
– Miyoshi et al. [GRL 2013]: High speed stream storms with Bz-south cause chorus and seed 

populations from injections à outer belt enhancements
– Schiller et al. [GRL 2014] and Su et al. [GRL 2014]: Substorm activity important for non-

storm enhancements of the outer belt electrons
– Jaynes et al. [JGR 2015]: Key ingredients for MeV electron acceleration are chorus waves 

and seed electrons from substorm injections!
– Turner et al. [JGR 2017]: Direct link between substorm injected source electrons and chorus 

wave activity at multiple points in MLT around outer belt

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the key ingredients of the local accelerationmechanism. An isolated event
exhibiting this local heating process normally begins with a strong solar wind forcing event: This typically would
be a strong southward turning of the IMF which then loads substantial energy into the Earth’s magnetotail. This in
turn leads to a strong magnetospheric substorm onset after about a 1h long growth phase [McPherron et al.,
1973]. The substorm onset almost invariably is accompanied by an injection of low- to medium-energy
electrons into the Earth’s inner magnetosphere [e.g., Baker et al., 1996, and references therein]. We generally
describe the hot plasma (~1keV) and lower energy energetic electrons (tens of keV) in substorm events as the
“source” population of particles. As discussed by Thorne et al. [2013b, and references therein], this source
population of electrons has anisotropic angular distributions that feed free energy into electromagnetic waves
in the lower chorus band. Such chorus waves can, in turn, interact resonantly with higher energy (30–300keV)
electrons also injected by substorms. We call these medium-energy electrons the seed population of particles.
Chorus waves Doppler shifted to the cyclotron frequency of the seed population electrons can very efficiently
heat (and accelerate) such electrons to multi-MeV energies through resonant interactions [e.g., Boyd et al.,
2014]. As shown in Figure 1, substorms are necessary to produce the initial energetic electron population.
Thereafter, amplified chorus waves transfer energy from the source electrons to a portion of the seed electrons.
These seed electrons can be pumped up in energy by large factors on characteristic time scales of minutes to
hours [Summers et al., 2002; Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2013b; Summers et al., 2012].

A question we wish to address in the present paper is what happens if key elements of the acceleration
mechanism portrayed in Figure 1 are absent altogether or are taken away at some point in an acceleration
sequence? Can we use geostationary orbit, Van Allen Probes, and other data to look at weak or interrupted
acceleration events when key steps in the progression do not materialize? Examining such alternative
scenarios helps us gain a deeper understanding of how the “normal” acceleration events really work.

3. August–September 2014 Event Overview

Our first recognition of an unusual and quite long-lasting depletion of relativistic electrons in the outer radiation
belt came from the real-time operational GOES data at geostationary orbit. Figure 2 provides in the top plots a
long run of GOES 13 Magnetospheric Electron Detector data [Hanser, 2011] for the period 1 August 2014 to
15 October 2014 from Telescope 5 whose center pitch angle is close to 90° during most of the period. The
lowest energy channel (plotted as the black trace in Figure 2) is for 30 to 50 keV electrons. The GOES 13
E> 2.0MeV electron fluxes, used by the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center for its real-time alerts when
the flux exceeds 1000 cm!2 s!1 sr!1, are shown by the purple colored trace in Figure 2. The light brown
coloration associated with the E> 2.0MeV measurements in the figure is for times when the background rate
in that channel was greater than 30% of the observed total count rate. The background level in the
E> 2.0MeV electron channel is estimated using the empirical expression used by Space Weather Prediction
Center in its real-time processing of this channel, which consists of a linear combination of the fluxes from
four GOES solar proton channels between 8.7 and 200MeV. For details please refer to Rodriguez [2014]. During
most of the period shown in Figure 2, the backgrounds were due to the slowly varying galactic cosmic ray
flux, the exception being 11–13 September, when a weak solar energetic particle (SEP) event occurred. During
this period, GOES 13 is at local midnight at approximately 05:00 UT.

Figure 1. Schematic of the ideal setup and sequence for strong enhancement of outer belt electrons >1MeV.

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2015JA021234
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Jaynes et al. [JGR 2015]

RBSP-A waves

RBSP-A elec. injection

RBSP-B waves

RBSP-B elec. 
injection

MMS-4 waves

MMS elec. 
injection

Turner et al. [JGR 2017]

Energy dependent gradients are consistent with chorus acceleration: 
- Source/seed electrons (10s to a few 100 keV) have positive 

gradients beyond GEO with peak PSD in the plasma sheet
- Relativistic electrons (>100s keV) have negative gradients beyond 

GEO with peak PSD within the outer belt
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Outer Radiation Belt Losses
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Outer Belt Losses

Again, frequent 
observations at higher 
L-shells are key

Telltale signatures of loss to outer boundary
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Non-storm dropout on 16 Jun 2017
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Non-storm dropout on 16 Jun 2017
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Non-storm dropout on 16 Jun 2017
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Another Case of Loss and Acceleration
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Outer Belt Dynamics
Example Case: Storm 01 Mar 2017
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Outer Belt Dynamics
Example Case: Storm 01 Mar 2017
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Outer Belt Dynamics
Example Case: Storm 01 Mar 2017
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Outer Belt Dynamics
Example Case: Storm 01 Mar 2017
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Conclusions
Multipoint perspectives are highly beneficial

• MMS and Arase and THEMIS data all observe L-shells considerably higher than the 
apogee of Van Allen Probes; these reveal: 

• Peaks in phase space density are the norm for relativistic electrons (E > ~500 keV), 
but those peaks are often located at L ≥ 6

• Important signatures of losses due to magnetopause incursions and outward radial 
transport

• MMS confirms Mu-dependent radial gradients of electron phase space density, consistent 
with:

• Results from: RBSP [Boyd et al., GRL 2014], THEMIS [Turner et al., GRL 2012], 
LANL-GEO [Turner et al., GRL 2008]

• Local acceleration of a seed population of 10s to 100s of keV electrons from 
interactions with whistler-mode chorus waves 

• Importance of substorm activity and energetic particle injections

• MMS used to study dropout losses:
• Confirms dropout losses at L > 4 are dominated by losses to the outer boundary
• Can be used to estimate losses of outer belt electrons to the magnetopause and 

outward radial transport
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Other Example Cases
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Dropout on 17 Jan 2017
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Dropout on 17 Jan 2017

RBSP
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Outer Belt Losses
Example case: Dropout on 14 Dec 2015
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Outer Belt Losses
Example Case: Dropout on 14 Dec 2015

RBSP and MMS

RBSP-MagEIS and -REPT ElectronsRBSP-MagEIS and -REPT Electrons
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